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The IM Group utilizes a process of continuous product improvement for all of our 
products. While the IM Group strictly adhere to our products specifications, we 
routinely implement product improvements. Therefore, please contact us for our most 
current product specifications.  The IM Group warrants the quality of this product when 
used according to directions. Apply protective coatings per Company Standards. User 
shall determine suitability of product for use and assumes all risk. The seller will not 
accept liability for more than product replacement.

Heavy duty foaming sanitary cleaner and 
descaler for use in bathrooms and showers

Health and Safety
Before use, it is important that you have read the Safety 
Data Sheet in its entirety and the appropriate PPE is worn 
during use. 

Key Features and Benefits of Powerfoam 
Sanitiser
 Gentle acids clean and remove scale from  
 surfaces.
 Contains a foaming agent that ensures the  
 cleaning agents remain on surfaces.
 Specialist foaming spray head.
 Contains surfactants that help degrease areas.
 Pleasant citrus aroma – no strong chemical  
 smells.
 Safe to use on surfaces that can be easily   
 damaged with bleach based products.

What is Powerfoam Sanitiser ?
Powerfoam is a heavy duty cleaner containing powerful 
descaling agents and surfactants to aid degreasing. 
Powerfoam is gentle yet powerful and will remove grease, 
dirt and grime from surfaces, leaving surfaces clean and 
fresh.

Powerfoam Sanitiser will also remove scale from taps, 
shower heads, shower screens, baths and sinks. Powerfoam 
Sanitiser can be used on chrome, stainless steel, ceramics, 
glass, enamel, nickel and plastic. 

How does Powerfoam Sanitiser work?
Powerfoam Sanitiser contains a foam boosting agent which 
we have combined with a specialist nozzle head to provide 
a stable mousse. The mousse can sit on vertical surfaces 
such as tiles, taps and fittings, allowing the cleaning agents 
to clean and descale.

How does Powerfoam Sanitiser work?
Simply spray Powerfoam Sanitiser over taps, fittings and 
surfaces. Leave on the surfaces until the mousse starts to 
break down and then wipe or use gentle abrasion with a 
microfiber cloth. For best results, rinse down with warm 
water and dry using a lint free cloth. We suggest Red Rag’s 
Great White Wipes.

For areas which you think may be affected by use of 
Powerfoam, test in an inconspicuous area.
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